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Abstract
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDP) appear far more likely
to engage in functional moonlighting than well-structured
proteins. The recent use of nonrigid molecule theory to ad-
dress IDP structure and dynamics produces this result di-
rectly: Mirror image subgroup or subgroupoid tiling match-
ing of the molecular fuzzy lock-and-key can be much richer
for IDP’s since the number possible group or groupoid sym-
metries can grow exponentially with molecule length, while
tiling matching for 3D structured proteins is relatively lim-
ited. A simple information catalysis model suggests how this
mechanism can produce a vast spectrum of biological ‘logic
gates’ having subtle properties far beyond familiar AND, OR,
XOR, etc. behaviors. Inferring the general from the particu-
lar, the analysis adds weight to arguments that a fundamental
defining characteristic of the living state is the operation of
chemical or other cognitive processes at virtually every scale
and level of organization.
1 Introduction
Tompa et al (2005) have observed that intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDP) provide unprecedented examples of protein sig-
nal moonlighting – multiple, often unrelated, functions of the
same molecule – by eliciting both inhibiting and activating
action on different partners, or even on the same partner.
Figure 1, adapted from their paper, provides one schematic.
The disordered protein can bind to more than one site on
the partner molecule represented by a tilted square on the
left of the figure. Binding to one site, as indicated by the
shaded oval, creates an activated conformation, while binding
to another site, the rectangle, results in an inhibited complex.
Tompa et al. (2005) indicate several different such possible
mechanisms that are not mutually exclusive, but we will focus
on this particular example. Generalization of our argument
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is direct.
Wallace (2011) has described IDP reaction dynamics
via a statistical mechanics approach to a ‘symmetry spec-
trum’ derived from a groupoid generalization of the wreath
product of groups (e.g., Houghton, 1975) that character-
izes ‘conventional’ nonrigid molecule theory (e.g., Longuet-
Higgins, 1963; Balasubramanian, 1980). The essential
point is that the ‘fuzzy lock-and-key’ involves matching sub-
groups/subgroupoids between IDP and binding ligand via a
set of mirror symmetries. The number of group/groupoid ele-
ments in a wreath product, related to the number of possible
subgroups/subgroupoids, typically grows as the exponential
power of the number of amino acids making up the IDP. That
is, long IDP’s have exponentially more possible linkages like
that of figure 1 than do short.
For generalized switches and logic gates like figure 1, how-
ever, a more comprehensive approach is necessary that reflects
the operation of an elaborate regulatory system of chemical
cognition analogous to what has been used to describe the im-
mune system (Atlan and Cohen, 1998; Cohen, 2000) or higher
order neural and social function (e.g., Wallace, 2005; Wallace
and Fullilove, 2008).
We begin with some formal development, leading to the
idea of cognitive control in moonlighting pliotropy. From the
perspective of Atlan and Cohen (1998), who introduce a cog-
nitive paradigm for the immune system, cognition involves
comparison of a perceived signal with an internal, learned or
inherited, picture of the world, and, upon that comparison,
choice of a single response from a larger repertory of possi-
ble responses. This inherently involves the transmission of
information, since choice always necessitates a reduction in
uncertainty (e.g., Ash, 1990, p.21). Such cognition is, in a
sense, no big deal, since even a thermostat would be cogni-
tive from this perspective. The essential point is that large
enough biological structures can follow a large multiplicity of
possible ‘reaction paths’, and focus must thereupon shift from
the details of the chemical machinery itself to the details of
its behavior in the context of signals, moving from what the
system is in terms of its detailed molecular structure, to ex-
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Figure 1: Adapted from figure 1 of Tompa et al. (2005).
The partner, represented by the tilted square, can bind in
two ways with the incoming IDP. The shaded oval represents
activated, and the rectangle, inhibited species. The ‘choice’
between them is, in this model, to be made by an information
catalysis in which an incoming signal shifts the lowest energy
state between the two otherwise thermodynamically compet-
itive conformations. This is one example of a vast spectrum
of similar chemical ‘logic gates’ possible to IDP’s.
amining what it does. In computer terms this is analogous
to focusing on the program the machine actually carries out
rather than on a detailed study of the state of each logic gate
at each clock cycle.
2 Symbolic dynamics of IDP switch-
ing
Symbolic dynamics is a ‘coarse-grained’ perspective on phys-
ical systems that discretizes their time trajectories in terms
of dynamically accessible regions so that it is possible to do
statistical mechanics on symbol sequences (e.g., McCauley,
1993, Ch. 8) that can be said to constitute an ‘alphabet’.
Within that ‘alphabet’, certain ‘statements’ are highly prob-
able, and others far less so. The simple (ideal) oscillating
reaction described by the equations dX/dt = ωY, dY/dt =
−ωX has the solution X(t) = sinωt), Y (t) = cos(ωt) so that
X(t)2 + Y (t2) ≡ 1, and the system traces out an endless cir-
cular trajectory in time. Divide the X − Y plane into two
components, the simplest possible coarse graining, calling the
halfplane to the left of the vertical Y axis A and that to the
right B. This system, over units of the period 1/(2piω), traces
out a stream of A’s and B’s having a very precise grammar
and syntax: ABABABAB...
Many other such statements might be conceivable, e.g.,
AAAAAA..., BBBBB..., AAABAAAB...,
ABAABAAAB...,
and so on, but, of the infinite number of possibilities, only
one is actually observed, is ‘grammatical’.
More complex dynamical reaction models, incorporating
diffusional drift around deterministic solutions, or elabo-
rate structures of complicated stochastic differential equations
having various domains of attraction – different sets of ‘gram-
mars’ – can be described by analogous means (e.g., Beck and
Schlogl, 1995, Ch. 3).
Rather than taking symbolic dynamics as a simplification of
more exact analytic or stochastic approaches, it is possible to
comprehensively generalize the technique itself. Complicated
cellular processes may not have identifiable sets of stochastic
differential equations like noisy, nonlinear mechanical clocks,
but, under appropriate coarse-graining, they may still have
recognizable sets of grammar and syntax over the long-term.
Proper coarse-graining may, however, often be the hard sci-
entific kernel of the problem.
The fundamental assumption for complicated biological re-
actions like the change in function between the upper and
lower complexes of figure 1 is that reaction trajectories can
be classified into two groups, a very large set that has essen-
tially zero probability, and a much smaller ‘grammatical’ set.
For the grammatical/syntactical set, the argument is that,
given a set of elaborate trajectories of length n, the number
of grammatical ones, N(n), follows a limit law of the form
H = lim
n→∞
log[N(n)]
n
(1)
such that H both exists and is independent of path. If con-
vergence occurs for some finite nH , then the process is said to
be of order nH . This is a critical foundation of, and limita-
tion on, the modeling strategy adopted here, and constrains
its possible realm of applicability. It is, however, fairly gen-
eral in that it is independent of the serial correlations along
reaction pathways.
The basic argument is shown in figure 2, where an initial
IDP/partner configuration, S0, can either converge on an ac-
tivated IDP complex Sact via the set of high probability reac-
tion paths to the left of the filled triangle, or it can converge
to a thermodynamically competitive inhibited state Sinhib to
the right.
We are, via coarse-graining and symbolic dynamics, assign-
ing classic information sources to the two sets of thermody-
namically competitive ‘grammatical’ pathways. The essential
question is how a regulatory catalysis can act in such a cir-
cumstance to change the probabilities of convergence on Sact
or Sinhib.
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Figure 2: An initial IDP/partner configuration S0 can either
converge on an active final configuration Sact via the set of
high probability reaction paths to the left of the filled trian-
gle, or it can converge to a thermodynamically competitive
inhibited state Sinhib to the right.
3 The dual information source of a
cognitive regulatory process
The first step in answering that question lies in describing
the activity of a large class of regulatory activity in terms
of another information source. To reiterate, Atlan and Co-
hen (1998), in the context of a study of the immune system,
argue that the essence of cognition is the comparison of a per-
ceived signal with an internal, learned picture of the world,
and then choice of a single response from a large repertoire of
possible responses. Such choice inherently involves informa-
tion and information transmission since it always generates a
reduction in uncertainty. Thus structures that process infor-
mation are constrained by the asymptotic limit theorems of
information theory, in the same sense that sums of stochastic
variables are constrained by the Central Limit Theorem, al-
lowing the construction of powerful statistical tools useful for
data analysis.
More formally, a pattern of incoming input Si describing
the status of the IDP/partner configuration – starting with
the initial state S0 – is mixed in a systematic algorithmic man-
ner with a pattern of otherwise unspecified ‘ongoing activity’,
including cellular, epigenetic and environmental signals, Wi,
to create a path of combined signals x = (a0, a1, ..., an, ...).
Each ak thus represents some functional composition of in-
ternal and external factors, and is expressed in terms of the
intermediate states as
Si+1 = f([Si,Wi]) = f(ai)
(2)
for some unspecified function f . The ai are seen to be
very complicated composite objects, in this treatment that
we may choose to coarse-grain so as to obtain an appropriate
‘alphabet’.
In a simple spinglass-like model, S would be a vector, W a
matrix, and f would be a function of their product at ‘time’
i.
The path x is fed into a highly nonlinear decision oscillator,
h, a ‘sudden threshold machine’ pattern recognition structure,
in a sense, that generates an output h(x) that is an element
of one of two disjoint sets B0 and B1 of possible system re-
sponses. Let us define the sets Bk as
B0 = {b0, ..., bk},
B1 = {bk+1, ..., bm}.
It is possible to assume an elaborate graded response, in
precisely the sense studied by Pufall et al. (2005), supposing
that if h(x) ∈ B0, the pattern is not recognized, and if h(x) ∈
B1, the pattern has been recognized, and some action bj , k +
1 ≤ j ≤ m takes place. Typically, for the example of figure
2, the set B1 would represent the final state of the IDP/final
partner complex, either activated or inhibited, that is sent on
in the sequence of biological processes.
The principal objects of formal interest are paths x trig-
gering pattern recognition-and-response. That is, given a
fixed initial state a0 = [S0,W0], examine all possible sub-
sequent paths x beginning with a0 and leading to the event
h(x) ∈ B1. Thus h(a0, ..., aj) ∈ B0 for all 0 < j < m, but
h(a0, ..., am) ∈ B1. B1 is thus the set of final possible states,
Sact ∪ Sinhib from figure 2 that includes both the active and
inhibited complexes.
Again, for each positive integer n, let N(n) be the num-
ber of high probability grammatical and syntactical paths of
length n which begin with some particular a0 and lead to the
condition h(x) ∈ B1. Call such paths ‘meaningful’, assuming,
not unreasonably, that N(n) will be considerably less than
the number of all possible paths of length n leading from a0
to the condition h(x) ∈ B1.
While the combining algorithm, the form of the nonlin-
ear oscillator, and the details of grammar and syntax, can
all be unspecified in this model, the critical assumption that
permits inference of the necessary conditions constrained by
the asymptotic limit theorems of information theory is that,
again, the finite limit
H = lim
n→∞
log[N(n)]
n
both exists and is independent of the path x.
Call such a pattern recognition-and-response cognitive pro-
cess ergodic. Not all cognitive processes are likely to be er-
godic in this sense, implying that H, if it indeed exists at
all, is path dependent, although extension to nearly ergodic
processes seems possible (e.g., Wallace and Fullilove, 2008).
Invoking the spirit of the Shannon-McMillan Theorem, as
choice involves an inherent reduction in uncertainty, it is
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then possible to define an adiabatically, piecewise station-
ary, ergodic (APSE) information source X associated with
stochastic variates Xj having joint and conditional probabili-
ties P (a0, ..., an) and P (an|a0, ..., an−1) such that appropriate
conditional and joint Shannon uncertainties satisfy the classic
information theory relations (Cover and Thomas, 2006)
H = lim
n→∞
log[N(n)]
n
= lim
n→∞H(Xn|X0, ..., Xn−1) =
lim
n→∞
H(X0, ..., Xn)
n+ 1
(3)
This information source is defined as dual to the underlying
ergodic cognitive process.
Adiabatic means that the information source has been pa-
rameterized according to some scheme, and that, over a
certain range, along a particular piece, as the parameters
vary, the source remains as close to stationary and ergodic
as needed for information theory’s central theorems to ap-
ply. Stationary means that the system’s probabilities do not
change in time, and ergodic, roughly, that the cross sectional
means approximate long-time averages. Between pieces it
is necessary to invoke various kinds of phase transition for-
malisms, as described more fully in e.g., Wallace (2005).
4 Information catalysis
In the limit of large n, H = limn→∞ log[N(n)]/n becomes ho-
mologous to the free energy density of a physical system at the
thermodynamic limit of infinite volume. More explicitly, the
free energy density of a physical system having volume V and
partition function Z(β) derived from the system’s Hamilto-
nian – the energy function – at inverse temperature β is (e.g.,
Landau and Lifshitz 2007)
F [K] = lim
V→∞
− 1
β
log[Z(β, V )]
V
≡
lim
V→∞
log[Zˆ(β, V )]
V
,
(4)
with Zˆ = Z−1/β . The latter expression is formally similar
to the first part of equation (3), a circumstance having deep
implications: Feynman (2000) describes in great detail how
information and free energy have an inherent duality. Feyn-
man, in fact, defines information precisely as the free energy
needed to erase a message. The argument is surprisingly di-
rect (e.g., Bennett, 1988), and for very simple systems it is
easy to design a small (idealized) machine that turns the in-
formation within a message directly into usable work – free
energy. Information is a form of free energy and the con-
struction and transmission of information within living things
consumes metabolic free energy, with inevitable losses via the
second law of thermodynamics.
Information catalysis, in the circumstance of figure 2, arises
most simply via the ‘information theory chain rule’ (Cover
and Thomas, 2006). Given X as the information source rep-
resenting the reaction paths of figure 2, and Y , an informa-
tion source dual to the sophisticated chemical cognition of
the regulating system, one can define jointly typical paths
zi = (xi, yi) having the joint information source uncertainty
H(X,Y ) satisfying
H(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y |X) ≤ H(X) +H(Y ).
(5)
Of necessity, then, H(X) < H(X,Y ) ≤ H(X) + H(Y ) if
H(Y ) 6= 0.
These relations imply that, by means of the identification of
information as a form of free energy, at the expense of adding
the considerable energy burden of the regulatory apparatus,
represented by its dual information source Y , it becomes pos-
sible to canalize the reaction paths of figure 2, so as to make
one set of pathways beginning with S0 far more probable than
another.
That is, by raising the entire reaction free energy landscape
corresponding to H(X) by the amount H(Y ) it becomes pos-
sible to deepen the energy channel leading from S0 to the
desired outcome, either Sact or Sinhib. Complicated internal
reaction mechanisms have been subsumed by the Shannon-
McMillan Theorem, in the same sense that the Central Limit
Theorem subsumes the behavior of long sums of stochastic
variates into the Normal distribution.
We are now in a position to create empirical statistical mod-
els of complex regulatory processes – via their observed gram-
mar and syntax – that are much in the spirit of the regression
models used to characterize other complicated phenomena.
5 Discussion and conclusions
Wallace (2011), using a groupoid extension of conventional
nonrigid molecule theory, introduced a literally astronomi-
cally large spectrum of possible symmetry classifications for
IDP/partner complexes. The size of the appropriate symme-
try group (or groupoid) must grow exponentially in the num-
ber of amino acid bases within the flexible IDP frond. For
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30 to 100 bases, the nonrigid symmetry set is indeed astro-
nomical, and can only be addressed by a statistical mechanics
argument. The particular utility of IDP’s for moonlighting, as
inferred from Tompa et al. (2005), appears possible through
the massive number of possible subgroup/tiling mirror image
matchings that are available to the molecular fuzzy lock-and-
key, as governed by a regulatory structure that is likely to be
another example of sophisticated chemical cognition, akin to
the immune system. Given these results, cognitive biochem-
ical processes regulating IDP moonlighting are not likely to
yield to exact ‘chemical’ description, not only from consider-
ations of IDP symmetry group magnitude, but because their
dynamics are particularly contingent on other signals that
may arise from higher level, embedding, cognitive regulatory
processes.
However, such behaviors, in terms of the dual information
source, are nonetheless constrained by the asymptotic limit
theorems of information theory, and this may allow construc-
tion of regression model-like statistical tools useful for scien-
tific inference, focusing on the behaviors of the system rather
than on a detailed description of its mechanical state under
all circumstances and at all times. Again, the analogy is to
describe the behavior of a computer in terms of its program,
rather than attempting provide a full cross-sectional descrip-
tion of the state of each logic gate at each clock cycle.
It should be particularly emphasized that many of the
composite IDP/partner/regulator ‘logic gates’ in figure 1 of
Tompa et al. (2005) are likely to be quite different from ‘sim-
ple’ computer models, having extraordinarily subtle proper-
ties. There is no reason to believe evolution is restricted to
binary mathematics (AND, OR, XOR, etc.).
These considerations add considerable weight to an emerg-
ing perspective that sees a fundamental defining characteristic
of the living state as the operation of chemical or other cogni-
tive processes at virtually all scales and levels of organization
(e.g., Wallace and Wallace, 2010; Atlan and Cohen, 1998;
Cohen, 2000; Wallace, 2005; Wallace and Fullilove, 2008).
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